In this paper, we prove two common fixed point theorems involving R-weakly commuting mappings in the context of ℳ-fuzzy metric spaces. Our results generalizes the earlier results of Pant [8], Vasuki [15] and Som [13, 14] in fuzzy metric spaces.
Introduction
Zadeh introduced fuzzy sets in his seminal work in 1965 [18] and after a decade in 1975 Kramosil and Michalek in [6] introduced fuzzy metric spaces by generalizing the definition of probabilistic metric spaces. Afterwards, fuzzy metric spaces were introduced by fuzzify metric spaces from different angles. Some of these definitions are obtainable in [3] , [4] and [5] . Fixed point results in fuzzy metric spaces in the sense of Kramosil and Michalek [6] have been obtained in works. The main purpose of this modification is to introduce some desirable topological properties such as Hausdroff property. For more detail, one can refers to papers [1] , [2] , [7] , [12] and [17] . Fixed point results were discussed in modified ℳ-fuzzy metric spaces defined in the sense of Sedghi and Shobe [10] . Presently we take up some issues of fixed point theory involving R-commuting mappings is such spaces. .In this paper, we obtain some common fixed point results on ℳ-fuzzy metric spaces generalizing the earlier results of Pant [8] , Vasuki [15] and Som [13, 14] in fuzzy metric spaces. for all x,y,zX, then (X, ℳ,*)
is a ℳ-fuzzy metric space. We call this ℳ-fuzzy metric induced by D* -metric space. Thus every D* -metric induces a ℳ-fuzzy metric.
Lemma 1. 5: [10]
Let (X, ℳ,*) be a ℳ-fuzzy metric space. Then for every t > 0 and for every x,yX. We have ℳ(x,x,y,t) = ℳ(x,y,y,t).
Definition 1. 6: [16]
Let (X, ℳ,*) be a ℳ-fuzzy metric space and {x n }be a sequence in X then (a) {x n } is said to be converges to a point x X if lim n→∞ ℳ (x, x, x n , t) = 1 for all t > 0.
(b) {x n } is called Cauchy sequence if lim n→∞ ℳ (x n+ p , x n+ p , x n , t) = 1 for all t > 0 and p > 0.
(c) a ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*) is said to be complete in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent.
Definition 1.7:
The mappings f and g of ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*) into itself is said to be weakly commuting ℳ(fgx, gfx, gfx, t) ≥ ℳ(fx, gx, gx, t) for all xX, t > 0.
Definition 1.8:
Let f and g be two self mapping of a ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*). Then the mapping are said to be R-weakly commuting provided there exists some positive real number R such that ℳ(fgx, gfx, gfx, t) ≥ ℳ(fx, gx, gx, t/R) for all xX, t > 0 and R > 0.
Fixed point theorem for three self maps
Theorem 2.1: Let S and T be two continuous self mappings of a complete ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*), where * is a continuous t-norm. Let A be a self mappings in X such that:
(2.1) {A,S} and {A,T} are R-weakly commuting;
is a continuous function such that  (t) < t for all t > 0 and (0) = 0; (2.4) let x n  x , y n  y and z n  z, t > 0 implies ℳ(x n , y n , z n , t)  ℳ(x, y, z, t) Then A, S and T have a unique common fixed point in X. Again A(X)  T(X), hence there exists another point x 2  X such that Ax 1 = Tx 2 . In general, we get points x 2n+1 and x 2n+2 in X, such that Sx 2n+1 = Ax 2n , Tx 2n+2 = Ax 2n+1 for n = 0, 1…
Let for t > 0,
We claim that H 2n (t) < H 2n-1 (t). If not, then max {H 2n-1 (t), H 2n (t)} = H 2n (t) Therefore, by (2.5), H 2n (t)   [H 2n (t)] < H 2n (t), which is a contradiction.
Hence, H 2n (t) < H 2n-1 (t). This gives, by (2.5),
As done above, we can easily prove that H 2n+1 (t) < H 2n (t) .
Therefore, H 2n+1 (t) < H 2n (t) < H 2n-1 (t).
Hence, {H n (t)} is a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers, hence it tends to a limit L ≥ 0.
We claim that L= 0. If not, taking limit as n∞, as  is a continuous function, Thus {Ax n } is a Cauchy sequence and by completeness of X, we have {Ax n } converges to a point zX.
Obviously, the subsequences {Sx 2n+1 } and {Tx 2n } of {Ax n } also converges to the same limit.
Thus Ax n  z, Sx 2n+1  z and Tx 2n  z as n∞ (2.8)
Since pair {A, S} is R-weakly commuting, we get
Taking limit as n∞ we have by virtue of (2.5) and the continuity of S gives,
Again Ax n z, therefore by continuity of S, SAx n Sz. Now, we prove that Sz = z. Suppose otherwise. Then there exists t > 0, such that
Taking limit as n  ∞ we have by virtue of (2.5) , (2.8) ,(2.9) and the continuity of S,
Thus z is a fixed point of S.
Next, we can show that z is a fixed point of A.
If otherwise, z is not a fixed point of A, then
As n ∞, we have, 
which is a contradiction. Hence z is a fixed point of A, S and T. This completes the proof.
Taking T = S in the above theorem we get the following corollary unifying Vasuki's Theorem 1.9 [11] , which in turn also generalizes the result of Pant [5] . Corollary 2.2: Let S be a continuous self mappings of a complete ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*), where * is a continuous t-norm. Let A be another self mappings of X such that: (2.14) let x n  x , y n  y and z n  z, t > 0 implies ℳ(x n , y n , z n , t)  ℳ(x, y, z, t). [15] and Som [13, 14] in fuzzy metric spaces.
Fixed point theorem for four self maps:
We prove a common fixed point theorem for four maps: Theorem 3. 1: Let S and T be two continuous self-mappings of a complete ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*) , when * is a continuous t-norm. Let A and B be two self mapping of X satisfying: Putting x = x 2n , y = x 2n+1 , and z = x 2n+1 in (3.3), we get,
 aH 2n-1 (t) + bH 2n-1 (t) + cH 2n (t) + 0 ≥ qH 2n (t). Again putting x = x 2n+1 , y = x 2n+2 , z = x 2n+2 , in (3.3) we have
 aH 2n (t) + bH 2n (t) + cH 2n+1 (t) + 0 ≥ q H 2n+1 (t). Thus {y n } is a Cauchy sequence in X. Since X is complete, there is a point uX, such that y n  u and this implies that {Ax 2n } and {Bx 2n+1 } converges to u such that the sequence {Sx 2n+1 } and{Tx 2n+2 } also converges to u, that is Sx 2n+1  u and Tx 2n+1  u as n  ∞. We show that u is a common fixed point of A, B, S and T Since the pair {A, T} is R-weakly commuting, therefore Now, we claim that u is fixed point of T. Suppose not, then for any t > 0, we get x = Tx 2n , y = x 2n+1 , z = x 2n+1 from (3.3),
As n  ∞ , we have
, which is a contradiction. Thus u is a fixed point of T.
Next, we claim that u is a fixed point of A. Suppose that Au  u, then for any t > 0,
Again using (3.3), we get x = u, y = x 2n+1 , z = x 2n+1 .
As n  ∞, we have Taking A = B, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2:
Let S and T be two continuous self-mappings of a complete ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*) , when * is a continuous t-norm. Let A be a self mapping on X satisfying: Taking T = S we can get another corollary of Theorem 3.1 as mentioned below.
Corollary 3.3:
Let T be continuous self-mappings of a complete ℳ-fuzzy metric space (X, ℳ,*) , when * is a continuous t-norm. Let A and B be two self mapping of X satisfying: (3.9) A(X)  T(X) and B(X)  T(X) ( ), -
